Abstract: Based on the transfer matrix theory and precise integration method, the precise integration transfer matrix method (PITMM) is implemented to investigate the free vibration characteristics of isotropic coupled conicalcylindrical shells. The influence on the boundary conditions, the shell thickness and the semi-vertex conical angle on the vibration characteristics are discussed. Based on the Flügge thin shell theory and the transfer matrix method, the field transfer matrix of cylindrical and conical shells is obtained. Taking continuity conditions at the junction of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell into consideration, the field transfer matrix of the coupled shell is constructed. According to the boundary conditions at the ends of the coupled shell, the natural frequencies of the coupled shell are solved by the precise integration method. An approach for studying the free vibration characteristics of isotropic coupled conical-cylindrical shells is obtained. Comparison of the natural frequencies obtained using the present method with those from literature confirms the validity of the proposed approach. The effects of the boundary conditions, the shell thickness and the semivertex conical angle on vibration characteristics are presented.
Introduction
In engineering applications, especially in the field of modern military defence, the cylindrical shells, conical shells and coupled conical-cylindrical shells are basically simplified models of many types of weapons and equipment, such as aircraft, missiles, and submarines. The study of free vibration characteristics of cylindrical shells is comprehensive. Initially, researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] investigated cylindrical shells using classic thin shell theories such as Donnell equations, Kennard equations, Flügge equations and Sander-Koiter equations. Harari, Sandman and Laulagnet were representative scholars in the field. Rayleigh [6] was a pioneer in the study of free vibration characteristics of cylindrical shells. The literary work of Leissa [7] gave general comments on the free vibration characteristics of cylindrical shells. The free vibration characteristics of a conical shells with simply-supported boundary conditions are examined using Statistical Energy Analysis by Creenwelge [8] . Talebitooti [9] and Li F. M. [10] analysed the free vibration characteristics of conical shells using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The kp-Ritz method is used to study conical shells in the work of Liew et al. [11] . Guo [12] applied the multiple factor method to discuss the free vibration characteristics of conical shells. Unlike the cylindrical shells, the section radius of a conical shell will vary in the axial direction, which increases the complexity and the difficulty in studying conical shells. So far, only an approximate solution for determining the natural frequencies of conical shells has been obtained. Limited work on the analysis of free vibration characteristics of coupled conical-cylindrical shells has been carried out. Initially, the natural frequencies of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell were solved used FEM. Irie [13] investigates the natural frequencies of the coupled shell through the transfer matrix theory. Caresta [14] used the two thin theories by Donnell-Mushtari and Flügge to examine the free vibration characteristics of coupled shells. This paper applies a new method to analyse the free vibration characteristics of isotropic coupled conical-cylindrical shells, which is different from the approach employed in previous studies. The method is referred to as PITMM. Based on the Flügge thin shell theory, equations of motion for cylindrical and conical shells are derived. The coefficient matrix in the equations of motion for cylindrical and conical shells is calculated using the precise integration method. To take into account the point transfer matrix at the junction of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell and to absorb the matrix assembly solution from FEM, the total transfer matrix of the coupled shell is constructed. According to the boundary conditions, the natural frequencies of the coupled shell are solved. Comparison of the natural frequencies are made using the method presented here, results obtained using the finite element method and with results from literature. The effects of the boundary conditions, the shell thickness and the semi-vertex conical angle on free vibration characteristics of the coupled shell have been presented in this paper.
Equations of motion

Equations of motion for a cylindrical shell
The shell deformation is described by the thin shell theory that is based on linear assumptions. To obtain precise results, the relatively accurate Flügge shell theory is used in this paper. The force balance equation is obtained by analysing the micro-element stress of the cylindrical shell. In this paper, the equations are based on the kinetic theory. Thus, many terms include time items. For the purpose of facilitating the writing and derivation, the dynamic response time item e −iωt is omitted in the remainder of the text. The cylindrical shell coordinates system ( , φ, x) and displacement positive direction are shown in Figure 1 . Based on the Flügge shell theory [15] , the force balance equation of a cylindrical shell is given as follows:
The Kevin-Kirchhoff membrane forces, shear and all internal forces are
where K and D are the bending rigidity and membrane rigidity, respectively.
K= Eh
The relationship between the radial displacement and slope is
There are sixteen unknown quantities in the above equations. To eliminate eight unknown quantities
are retained, which are the sectional state vector elements of the cylindrical shell. All quantities are processed into dimensionless quantities and expanded to trigonometric series along the circumferential direction.
where n is the circumferential modal number. Other dimensionless quantities and dimensionless frequency parameter are
Through complicated simplification, a first-order matrix differential equation of the cylindrical shell is obtained.
where 
Equations of motion for the conical shell
In a cylindrical coordinate system, the generatrix direction and radial direction of the conical shell are defined as the coordinate direction. The position of any point on a conical shell can be described as (s,θ). s is length from the top point of the conical shell to any point on the conical shell along the generatrix direction. θ is the angle of the point along the circumferential direction in a cylindrical coordinate system. The coordinate system of a conical shell is seen in Figure 2 . The analysis of the conical shell force [16] , the force balance equation of a conical shell is given as follows: The Kevin-Kirchhoff membrane forces, shear and all internal forces are
The relationship between radial displacement and the slope of conical shell satisfies
All quantities are processed into dimensionless quantities and expanded to trigonometric series along the circumferential direction.
where bending rigidity is K = , Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are E and ν, respectively. n is the circumferential modal number. α = 1 and α = 0 are the symmetric or the antisymmetric modal, respectively. R is the radius at the larger end of the conical shell. h is the thickness of the conical shell. Other dimensionless quantities are presented as Figure 2 . ρ, ω, λ are, respectively, material density, circular frequency and the dimensionless frequency parameter. There are sixteen unknown quantities in the above equations. To eliminate eight unknown quantities (M θ , M sθ , M θs , N sθ , N θs , Q θ , N θ , Qs), eight unknown quantities (u, v, w, φ, Ms , Vs , Ns , S sθ ) are retained, which are the sectional state vector elements of the conical shell. Then, the first-order matrix differential equation of the conical shell is obtained.
Solutions to equations of motion
Assuming that the exciting loads of Eqs. (30), (56) are zero, the equations of motion are simplified to
Eqs. (57) and (58) are the equations of motion for the cylindrical and conical shell, respectively, which are dealt with as follows
In the following chapters, the solution for the coefficient matrix exp
︃ using the precise integration method is presented.
Solutions for the coeflcient matrix of the cylindrical shell
In the numerical calculation, the cylindrical shell is divided into a series of segments. The node coordinate of a segment is ξ k , k = i + 1, i + 2, i + 3, . . . . Any coordinates of contiguous nodes are ξ k and ξ k+1 , where ξ k+1 = ξ k + ∆ξ . The coefficient matrix U(ξ ) for the cylindrical shell is independent of ξ . Thus, the coefficient matrix in Eq. (63) can be written as
Assuming that
where H = U ∆ξ 2 s , and a value of 20 is recommended for s. exp (H) can be expressed in terms of the Taylor series by
where I 8 is an eight-order unit matrix. Using the addition theorem directly to add I 8 and Ta when Ta is small relative to I 8 , an error in the mantissa will occur due to computer rounding errors and leads to loss of precision. Therefore, this paper uses an addition theorem to calculate Ta
Ta can be assumed as
After the N circulating assignment of Eq. (68), Eq. (67) can be written as
Assuming segment coefficient matrix T k+1 = e U∆ξ , the relationship of the state vector of each node can be described as
. . .
Solutions for the coeflcient matrix of the conical shell
To facilitate the numerical calculation, the conical shell is split into a series of segments along the generatrix direction. Eq. (63) can be written as
Z(ξ
Assuming
Eqs. (75)-(78) can be described as
The coefficient matrix U(ξ ) for the conical shell is dependent on ξ . Therefore, the transfer matrix exp
︁ cannot be calculated like the transfer matrix for a cylindrical shell. This paper calculates the transfer matrix T j+1 for a conical shell by precise integration. Segments ∆ξ of the conical shell are divided into a precise integral step ∆ς(∆ς = ∆ξ s ). A value of 5 is recommended for s. For the segment ξ j ∼ ξ j+1 of the conical shell, the integral step node is
In a precise integral step, assuming τ = (ς k−1 + ς k ) /2, U(τ) can be recognized to be the constant coefficient matrix, which is independent of ς. The variable coefficient matrix T j+1 in segment of the conical shell can be calculated through the constant coefficient matrix of integral steps tiered multiplication
The constant coefficient matrix
︀ of the precise integral step can be solved like the reference method for solving e U∆ξ in section 3.1.
Solutions for the point matrix at the junction of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell
The displacements, slopes, forces and moments at the junction of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell should satisfy the following deformation compatibility conditions. To take into consideration displacements, slopes, forces and moments satisfying the continuity conditions at the junction, the relationship of the left end state vector and the right end state vector at the junction is
Eq. (92) can be written as
The point transfer matrix P co→cy can be described as 
Solutions for the coeflcient matrix of the coupled shell
An illustration of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell is seen in Figure 5 , where α is the semi-vertex conical angle. R is the radius of the cylindrical shell, which is also the larger end radius of the conical shell. Ls is the length from the top point of the conical shell to the smaller end of conical shell along the generatrix direction. Le is the length from the top point of the conical shell to the larger end of the conical shell along the generatrix direction. The length of conical shell is Lco = Le − Ls and the length of the cylindrical shell is Lcy. The thickness of the coupled shell is h. According to sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, the state vector of the segment nodes from the coupled conical-cylindrical shell satisfy
Z(ξ
Z(ξn)
Eqs. 
The boundary conditions at the ends of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell are given by (Note: F is a free end. S is a simply supported end. C is a clamped end.) 
According to the given boundary conditions at the ends of the coupled shell, row numbers where elements of the state vector are zero are found. Then, to delete corresponding columns of coefficient matrix, Eq. (101) can be written as
Since the state vectors cannot all be zero vectors, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be zero. The following equation is obtained.
The natural frequency ω of the coupled conicalcylindrical shell is the only unknown quantity in the matrix T and is obtained through solving the frequency characteristic Eq. (121). By substituting the natural frequency into Eq. (120), the proportional relationship of state vectors can be obtained. Then, the modes of the coupled shell will be acquired in the given boundary condition. To verify the validity of the PITMM that is used to research free vibration characteristics of isotropic coupled conicalcylindrical shells, the results from the PITMM are compared with the results from the references [13, 14, 17] . The geometrical parameter of the coupled conical-cylindrical shells is L/a = 1, h/a = 0.01,
where L is the length of the cylindrical shell, is the radius of the smaller end of the conical shell, a is the radius of the cylindrical shell, and αis the semi-vertex an- The axial modal number is m=1, the circumferential modal number is n=0:5, and the dimensionless frequency parameter of the coupled conical-cylindrical shells are presented in Table 1 . The values of the frequency parameter from the PITMM agree well with the references [13, 14, 17] . In Table 1 , m=T represents a purely torsional modal. However, in reference [13] , Irie did not take it into account. M. Caresta [14] and E. Efraim [17] show a purely torsional modal. The frequency parameter corresponding to the purely torsional modal is solved by the PITMM in this paper.
Comparison of the PITMM and FEM
Comparing the results from the PITMM with the FEM, the validity of the PITMM proposed in this paper is further verified, which is examined in Figure 9 . It can be observed from Figure 9 that the results from the PITMM match almost perfectly with the results from the FEM. The results of the PITMM and FEM only show a slight difference at n=0, n=5. Therefore, the PITMM given by this paper can accurately calculate the natural frequencies of coupled conicalcylindrical shells. Furthermore, the PITMM is not limited by the boundary conditions at the ends of the coupled shell.
The author established the finite model for the coupled conical-cylindrical shell by using ABAQUS. In three 
Numerical analysis 4.2.1 Effect of boundary conditions on the free vibration characteristic
The influences of boundary conditions on the free vibration characteristics of a coupled shell are shown in Figure simply-clamped, and clamped-free, corresponding to axial modal number m=1, the values of the frequency parameter varying with circumferential modal number n are plotted. It can be seen that the frequency parameter curve is relatively flat and that the frequency parameter decreases with an n increasing in the simply-clamped boundary condition. In the free-simply and clamped-free boundary conditions, the frequency parameter curves intensely vary with n and reach the minimum value at n=2. After n=2, both of the curves rise. Corresponding to n=1:5, in the freesimply and clamped-free boundary conditions, almost all the frequency parameter values are less than the values in the simply-clamped boundary condition. Figure 10 presents the influence of the shell thickness h of the coupled shell on the frequency parameter in the clamped-clamped boundary condition. With the increasing shell thickness, the frequency parameter slowly increases corresponding to the circumferential modal number n=0. However, the frequency parameter rapidly increases corresponding to n=5. The stiffness increases with the increasing of the shell thickness. The stiffness effect dominates. Therefore, the frequency parameter of the coupled conical-cylindrical shell increases with the increase in the shell thickness. spond to axial modal number m=1. In Figure 11 of the freesimply boundary condition, n=0:1, with a semi-vertex angle α varying from 0 ∘ to, the frequency parameter gradually increases and then decreases after α = 30 ∘ . A decrease in axial stiffness occurs resulting in a decrease in the frequency parameter. A similar behaviour to the n=0 mode is observed for the n=1 bending mode. The curve of the frequency parameter gradually drops, for n=2:5. In Figures 12-13 of the clamped-simply and clamped-clamped boundary conditions, n=0, the frequency parameter quickly decreases and reaches a minimum value at α = 90 ∘ . The frequency parameter curves initially rise and then decline, corresponding to n=1:5. For n=1:5 as light increase of the frequency parameter with α is observed, showing a small mass effect. A stiffening effect then dominates after α = 70 ∘ . The higher order circumferential modes result in a wavelike behaviour due to greater shape complexity.
Effect of shell thickness on the free vibration characteristic
Conclusions
A new method, PITMM, is introduced in this paper to research the free vibration characteristics of isotropic coupled conical-cylindrical shells. Based on the traditional transfer matrix and precise integration methods, the PITMM is constructed. The method not only retains the traditional transfer matrix methods' advantages of formula regularity and easy programming but also obtains the high accuracy from the precise integration methods. The accuracy of results solved by the PITMM rises, which can be observed from the comparison of the results from the previous research, FEM, and PITMM. Based on the PITMM, the effects of the boundary conditions, the shell thickness and the semi-vertex conical angle on the free vibration characteristics of the coupled conical-cylindrical shells are examined. The following observations can be made:
1. Corresponding to n=1:5, in the free-simply and clamped-free boundary conditions, almost all the values of the frequency parameter are less than the values in the simply-clamped boundary condition. 2. The frequency parameter of the coupled conicalcylindrical shell increases with an increase in the shell thickness. 3. The semi-vertex angle significantly impacts the frequency parameter corresponding to n=0:1. However, it has little effect on the frequency parameter corresponding to n=2:5. Furthermore, when α = 80 ∘ , the frequency parameter values tend towards fixed values corresponding to n=1:5.
Based on the characteristics of the PITMM, the method can also be extended to solve the free vibration problem about variable thickness of the cylindrical shell, reinforced cone shells and other rotating body structures.
